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 Executive Summary: 

Technical Report II of the Senior Thesis Project is an analysis of the existing floor framing system and 
a preliminary design of three alternative systems.  This report includes an explanation of building 
codes, materials, and gravity loads and how they apply to the building structure.  The existing floor 
system and three alternative designs were analyzed and then compared to determine the feasibility of 
each system. 

 

The MICA Gateway Residence has a primarily concrete structure.  The existing floor framing system 
has two-way flat plate concrete slabs, 8” thick.  A flat plate system was chosen to maximize the archi-
tectural space between floors and also to better accommodate the irregular geometry of the building.  
The existing floor framing plan was approximated into a rectangular area and then analyzed using the 
equivalent frame method.  Only gravity load was taken into account in this analysis. 

 

Three alternate systems were designed, with framing members and decks/slabs sized and checked for 
strength and serviceability.  The three alternate systems designed were a non-composite steel deck on 
steel beams and girders, a composite steel deck with lightweight concrete, and a one-way slab on con-
crete beams.  Each system was chosen due to its unique design aspects and the differences between 
them.  In each design, only the factored dead and live loads were taken into account.  Lateral loads 
were not included in the designs. 

 

Each floor framing design was then compared in a variety of different design categories, including 
slab/system depth, system weight, deflection, cost, formwork, fire protection and alterations to the lat-
eral and foundation systems.  RS Means data for assemblies was used to determine the square foot 
costs of each framing system.  Based on these factors the feasibility of each system was determined.  
The results show that only the existing two-way flat plate concrete slab system is feasible in the Gate-
way.  System depth and cost were the primary factors in arriving at this conclusion. 

 

The appendices of this report include the hand calculations performed for each of the floor framing 
systems, the RS Means assembly cost estimates for each system, and the structural plans of each floor 
as well as building elevations. 
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 Building Introduction: 

The Gateway residence hall at the Maryland Institute 
College of Arts was designed to be a cornerstone of 
their campus in downtown Baltimore, Maryland.  
Gateway is 122’ tall, with 9 stories and a mechanical 
penthouse and has a useable floor area of 108,000 
square feet.  The building is located on a constricted 
site near the intersection of several major roads and 
Interstate 83.  Due to its visibility from all directions, 
the building has a full 360 degree façade.  Gateway is 
primarily circular in plan with a rectangular tower on 
the side that faces the highway.  The circle, or drum 
component of the building encloses an open-air 
courtyard that actually begins on the third floor of the 
structure.  This plaza is located directly above a large 
“black-box” multipurpose room capable of multiple 
arrangements to fit a variety of functions.  This 
unique condition was explored in Technical Re-
port I.  Beyond the multipurpose assembly 
room, Gateway features 64 student apartments,              
several art galleries and studios, and a café. 

 

RTKL Associates Inc. were the architects and engineers on the project, with KCW Engineering Tech-
nologies as the civil engineer, and Whiting Turner as the general contractor.  The project was delivered 
with the design-bid-build method for an approximate cost of $30 million.  The initial design began in 
2005, with construction starting in August 2006 and concluding in August 2008.  The building was de-
signed using the Baltimore City Code, which at the time was in accordance with IBC 2000.  Due to its 
various functions, the building has the occupancy types R-2, A-3, and B. 

 

The building structure is primarily concrete, consisting of two-way flat plate slabs, beams, and col-
umns.  There are a few steel framed sections of the building, including the entrance vestibule and lob-
by.  Being a prominent building, Gateway has a full 360 degree façade made almost entirely of glass 
curtain wall panels.  The façade has clear, fritted, and frosted glass panels of white, gray, and mint 
green.  Besides the glass curtain wall the superstructure is exposed in a number of places, such as the 
vertical cuts through the building and the 40’ columns holding up a section of the fourth floor.  The 
edge of each concrete floor slab is also exposed. 

N 

Figure 1: Gateway location in Baltimore.  
Courtesy of Google 
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 Design Codes: 

MICA Gateway was designed in compliance with the following: 

 

♦  Baltimore City Code in accordance with IBC 2000 

♦  ASCE 7-05– Minimum Design Loads for Buildings and Other Structures 

♦  ACI 318-05– General Design of Reinforced Concrete 

♦  AISC 13th Edition– Specifications for Structural Steel Buildings 

♦  AWS D1.1– Structural Welding Code– Steel 

♦  ACI 530-05– masonry structures 
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 Building Materials: 

MICA Gateway was designed and constructed using the following materials as specified on the Gen-
eral Notes Sheet S001:  

 

♦  3500 psi Concrete*– used in spread footings, drilled caissons, and slab on grade 

♦  4000 psi Concrete*– used in walls, piers, grade beams, columns, slabs, and beams 

♦  ASTM A615, Grade 60– deformed bars 

♦  ASTM A185– welded wire fabric 

♦  ASTM A992– W and WT shapes 

♦  ASTM A36– channels and angles 

♦  ASTM A500, Grade B– rectangular and square HSS, and round HSS 

♦  ASTM A53, Grade B– steel pipe 

♦  ASTM A36 2, Grade 50– steel plates 

♦  ASTM A325 or A490– high strength bolts 

♦  ASTM F1554, Grade 36– anchor bolts 

♦  ASTM A307– standard fasteners 

♦  ASTM A653, Quality SS, Grade 33– metal roof deck 

♦  ASTM C476– grout 

♦  ASTM C270, Type S– mortar 

♦  1500 psi Masonry– used in masonry walls 

 

 

 

 

*Normal weight concrete shall have a maximum dry unit weight of 150 pcf 
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 Gravity Loads: 

Dead Loads: 

In the General Notes (S001) the designers provided a loading schedule of superimposed dead loads 
which varied by location.  That schedule lists each component of the dead load separately, but the fol-
lowing table lists only the total superimposed dead load for each building space.  Concrete slab, col-
umn, beam, etc. self weights are not included in this table. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* Takes into account a 240 psf saturated soil load.  Only applies to structure supporting planters that 
are not above the multi-use performance space. 
┼ Takes into account a 240 psf saturated soil load and the multi-use performance space roof ceiling 
components (steel grid, lighting, etc.).  Only applies to structure supporting planters above the multi-
use performance space. 
╪ Takes into account pavers of the plaza not above the multi-use performance space. 
§ Takes into account pavers of the plaza above the multi-use performance space. 

Area Dead Load (psf) 

Residences 9 

Circulation Ring 10 

Storage Rooms 9 

Roof 13 

Level 3 Planters 258* 

Planters on Multi Use Room Space Roof  283┼ 

Level 3 Plaza 38╪ 

Mechanical Rooms 9 

Multi Use Room Space Roof 67§ 

Offices 9 

Gallery Roof 17 

Level 2 Balcony 37 
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 Gravity Loads: 

Live Loads: 

The Generals Notes also provided a table of live load values for the various areas of the building.  Par-
titions are included in the live load for the residence and office areas.  Oddly no live load was given for 
the floor of the multi-use performance room space on the loading schedule.  Therefore a 100 psf live 
load for dance halls and ballrooms will be assumed, as per IBC 2006. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* Indicates that live load reduction was not allowed. 

 

Snow Load: 

Based on ASCE 7-05, which assumes a ground snow load of 25 psf, the roof snow load was calculated 
at 20 psf.  This was checked against ASCE 7-10 and no change in snow load requirements between the 
two codes was noted. 

Area Dead Load (psf) 

Residences 60 

Circulation Ring 100* 

Storage Rooms 125* 

Roof 30* 

Level 3 Planters 240 

Planters on Multi Use Room Space Roof  40 

Level 3 Plaza 100* 

Mechanical Rooms 150* 

Multi Use Room Space Roof 100* 

Offices 70 

Gallery Roof 30* 

Level 2 Balcony 100* 

Multi-Use Performance Space 100 (per IBC 2006) 
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 Structural Overview: 

The Mica Gateway Residence is a predominately concrete structure with some steel members in certain 
places.  Due to the unique circular shape of the building, the designers developed a radial grid with col-
umns located by their X and Y coordinates in the four quadrants of the Cartesian coordinate system.  
The zero-zero point of the grid is located in the exact center of the courtyard.  Thus a column located in 
the lower left of the plan will have a negative X and Y coordinate while a column in the upper right 
will have a positive X and Y coordinate.  This was done to avoid an unreasonable amount of column 
lines clustered together at odd intervals. 

 

Gravity System: 

The gravity load system for the Gateway features numerous two-way flat plate slabs as well as several 
one-way slabs and two-way slabs with drop panels.  Below Level 4, there are several one way slabs of 
7” thickness that span the areas below the courtyard.  They work in conjunction with concrete beams 
that span very irregular areas.  On Level 3, the courtyard spans over the “black-box” theater, to give a 
column free space for intended use.  As such, 48”x48” beams were designed to span over the almost 
60’ of the theater and accommodate the large dead and live loads from the plaza and planters in the 
courtyard above.  These beams have (16)#10 bottom reinforcing bars to resist the large moments pro-
duced by the load. 

 

On Level 4 there is an area featuring one-way 
slabs and beams.  This area is supported by large 
exterior columns that rise nearly 40’ from grade to 
the bottom of the slab.  Here a transfer beam runs 
between columns so as to support new columns 
that rise to support the upper floors.  Beams are 
also used extensively to support the exterior walk-
ways that connect the various parts of the drum. 

 

The rest of Level 4 and all floors above have 8” 
two-way flat plate slabs between radial column 
lines as shown in Figure 2 to the right.  The dotted 
lines represent the boundaries between the column 
and middle strips.  

Figure 2: Typical two-way flat plate slab. Courtesy of RTKL 
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Other unique floor framing conditions include a section of the slab on each floor that frames into a col-
umn with a drop panel.  This area is located in the northeast quadrant of the plans centered around col-
umn 7, as seen in Figure 3 below.  The only uses of steel framing in this building are over the entrance 
and lobby, using mainly W10x15, W10x12, and HSS8x3x3/16. 

 

The slabs and beams of the Gateway are all supported by concrete columns that form two concentric 
circular lines around the drum of the building.  In most interior areas and on the upper floors these col-
umns are rectangular, with sizes ranging from 12x12 to 24x24.  In other places where the columns are 
on the exterior of the building, such as the 40’ slender columns that support Level 4, the columns are 
circular with sizes ranging from 24” diameter to 36” diameter. 
 

The roof system of the Gateway is no different from a normal floor.  One-way slabs frame into beams 
that transfer load to the columns.  The main difference is the smaller slab thicknesses, between 6”-7” 
due to the smaller loads on the roof areas. 

Figure 3: Two-way slab and drop panel around CO-7.  
Courtesy of RTKL 
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Floor Framing System Analysis: 
 
Four different types of floor framing systems were analyzed and compared to determine which one of 
them was the most efficient in terms of design, cost, and constructability.  The current two-way flat 
plate slab was analyzed, as well as three alternate systems; a non-composite deck with concrete topping 
on steel beams; a composite deck with lightweight concrete topping; and a one-way slab.  Each of   
these systems has it’s own unique advantages and disadvantages as described in the following pages. 
 
All four systems were analyzed for a section of the framing plan on Level 5 of the structure.  The area 
used for the analysis is outlined in Figure 4 below.  The distance between the columns on the exterior 
(left) ring is 22’ while the distance between the columns on the interior (right) ring is 25’.  The dis-
tance between the two column rings is 22’, the exterior cantilever is 6 ‘ wide and the interior cantilever 
is 10’ wide.  All dimensions are approximate.  Only gravity loads were considered in the design of the 
floor members and in all cases were approximated as rectangular areas.  All calculations are found in 
Appendix A. 

 
 

Figure 4: The area of analysis for all floor systems. Courtesy of RTKL 

The columns on 
the exterior ring 

The columns on 
the interior ring 
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 Existing System: Two-Way Flat Plate: 

Description: 

The existing floor framing system features a 8” two-way flat plate slab with a uniform thickness.  This 
slab has a #5@12” each way continuous bottom mat reinforcement with appropriate top reinforcement 
called out on the drawings.  Figure 5 shows the typical reinforcement layout in the two-way flat plate.   
For top reinforcement the middle strips feature #4@12” in the North South direction and #5@14” in 
the East West direction.  In the column strips there are #7@12” in the North South direction and 
#5@12” in the East West direction. Around the columns there are an additional 4#6 in the North South 
direction and 2#6 in the East West direction to resist the greater negative moments and punching shear.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Advantages: 

Two-way flat plate slabs are the thinnest floor systems available.  The Gateway features 10’ floor to 
floor ceiling heights so an 8” thick flat plate provides the needed clearance.  A flat plate replaces 
beams and drop panels that would take up space between floors.  This system also features the ad-
vantage of being an all-concrete structure which requires no additional fireproofing.  A two-way flat 
plate works well for areas with irregular bays in that no beams need be designed to span odd spaces. 

 

Disadvantages: 

As a concrete system a flat plate is heavier than a steel system, requiring larger column sizes and more 
robust foundations to accommodate the large dead loads of concrete construction.  A concrete system 
also requires time to pour and set which increases the construction time of the structure.  To pour con-
crete, formwork is required, creating more expenses. 

Figure 5: Rebar layering in two-way flat plate. Courtesy of RTKL 
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Non-Composite Steel Deck on Steel Beams and Girders: 

Description: 

This system features 1.5C18 Non-composite deck with a 5.5” depth, including the 4” concrete topping.  
The deck runs perpendicular to the beams that support it.  The beams used in this system are W12x16’s 
set at 5’-6” spacing.  They span the two column rings and support the cantilevers as shown in red in 
Figure 6.  Girders are W21x50’s and are shown in blue.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Advantages: 

A non-composite system is lightweight, and requires less concrete in the deck/slab than a completely 
concrete slab.  Due to this lightweight system, steel beams and girders tend to be smaller, thus creating 
additional cost savings.  The steel decking also provides a formwork for the concrete slab, thus elimi-
nating the need for other formwork. 

 

Disadvantages: 

Non-composite systems, while featuring a thinner deck/slab, require steel members which are inherent-
ly deep.  In this case, a 21” deep girder significantly cuts into the floor to floor height.  Steel deck, 
beams and girders also require some kind of additional fireproofing.  The cost of labor for skilled 
welders to assemble the steel members is also a draw back of a non-composite steel deck system. 

Figure 6: Beam and girder layout for non-composite system. Courtesy of RTKL 
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Composite Steel Deck with Lightweight Concrete: 

Description: 

A composite steel deck with lightweight concrete was designed with a 1.5VLR16 composite steel 
deck.  This deck is 4” deep including a 2.5” lightweight concrete topping.  The deck spans perpendicu-
lar to the beams, which are spaced at 11’.  They  are W12x19’s and are colored red in Figure 7.  The 
girders are W16x26’s and are colored blue in Figure 7.  Lightweight concrete was chosen so as to de-
crease the load, thus decreasing member size.  Each beam and girder is attached to the deck with shear 
studs that were determined in the calculations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Advantages: 

A composite deck has the advantage of  keeping the concrete slab in compression while the steel mem-
bers take all the tensile forces, thus efficiently utilizing both materials.  Using lightweight concrete 
keeps the weight of the floor system down, in turn decreasing the member sizes.  The strength of the 
composite system also allows for greater beam spacing, reducing the number of steel members used.  
Formwork is not needed either, providing another distinct advantage for a composite system. 

 

Disadvantages: 

Unfortunately a composite system still requires steel members which tend to be significantly deeper 
than any two-way flat plate or slab system.  Steel members require fireproofing and skilled labor to 
erect and weld them in place.  Lightweight concrete is also more expensive than normal weight. 

Figure 7: Beam and girder layout for composite system. Courtesy of RTKL 
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One Way Concrete Slab on Beams: 

Description: 

The one way slab design features a 10” deep slab that spans the distance between the two column lines.  
In the slab #5@12” bottom bars provide the reinforcement across the 22’ long span.  Concrete beams 
span the distances between the columns parallel to the building exterior.  Theses beams are 24” wide 
by 16” deep and have (4)#9 bottom bars as positive midspan reinforcement, (3)#10 and (2)#9 top bars 
for negative moment reinforcement at the beam ends.  The beams also have (2)#4@5” spacing for 
shear reinforcement.  Slab direction is indicated by the arrows on Figure 8 and the beams are drawn in 
blue.  This design was deflection controlled and required two iterations after a beam depth of 15” failed 
to meet deflection criteria. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Advantages: 

A one-way slab system allows for a large spacing in a building, decreasing the amount of members ob-
structing the space below.  For a building such as this with only two column rings, a one way slab 
makes sense because only one span needs to be accounted for.  A concrete system always has the ad-
vantage of inherent fireproofing. 

 

Disadvantages: 

A one way slab on beams has a deeper system height than a flat plate.  The system is also heavier and 
requires formwork to pour the concrete.  There is also an increased construction time due to the time 
need to allow for the concrete to set and cure. 

Figure 8: One way slab on beams layout. Courtesy of RTKL 
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Floor Framing System Comparison: 
 
The following table compares the existing and alternative floor framing systems in a variety of design 
categories.  Cost data was determined through RS Means Cost Book by using approximate assemblies 
to the floor systems analyzed.  The actual tables used to determine the system cost and the description 
of the various differences between the system analyzed and the assembly data are detailed in Appendix 
B of this report.  Each of the design categories listed in the table are expanded upon in the following 
pages. 
 
 

Design Category Existing Two-
Way Flat Plate 
Slab 

Non-Composite 
Steel Deck on 
Steel Beams and 

Composite Steel 
Deck with Light-
weight Concrete  

One-Way Con-
crete Slab on 
Beams 

Slab Depth 8” 5.5” 4” 10” 

System Depth 8” 26.5” 20” 16” 

System Weight 109 psf 77 psf 48 psf 334 psf 

Deflection 0.12” 

(slab deflection) 

1.22” 0.755” 1.14” 

Fire Protection Inherent Spray-On Spray-On Inherent 

Formwork Yes No No Yes 

Lateral System  
Alterations 

No Yes Yes No 

Foundation  
Alterations 

No Yes Yes No 

System Cost $14.69/sf $22.99/sf $17.86/sf $17.14/sf 

Feasibility Yes No No No 

Floor Framing System Comparison  
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Slab/System Depth 

All alternative systems proved to be too deep for the floor-to-floor height and intended architectural 
design of the structure.  With only 10’ between each floor, both steel systems left less than 8.5’ of 
clearance and the one-way slab left less than 9’.  The 8” flat plate slab proved to be the most feasible in 
this case due to its uniform thickness and unobtrusiveness into the architectural space. 

 

System Weight 

The steel deck framing systems were lighter than either concrete system, with the composite deck with 
lightweight concrete being by far the lightest at 48 psf.  The problem with having such a light framing 
system is that it can be prone to vibration issues.  The flat plate was a reasonable weight while the one-
way slab was very heavy due to the thick slab and large beam sizes. 

 

Deflection 

The flat plate slab had a very small deflection at only 0.12”.  This most likely means that the existing 
system is very stiff.  The steel framing systems had larger deflections likely due to their lighter con-
struction.  The one-way slab had the largest deflection because of the long distance (23’) that the beam 
was expected to span.  Deflection limits forced a deepening of the beam to fall below the code maxi-
mum. 

 

Fire Protection 

The two all concrete systems have an inherent fire protection equivalent to a 2-hr fire rating, which is 
the code minimum.  The composite and non-composite steel decks would require additional spray-on 
fireproofing to reach the 2-hr code minimum. 

 

Formwork 

Both the existing system and the one-way slab alternative would require formwork in order to be 
placed.  The formwork would be more extensive for the one-way slab due to the presence of beams, 
whereas the current flat plate would require formwork for a slab only.  The two steel deck systems 
would not need formwork because the steel deck already acts as the formwork for laying the slab. 
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Lateral System Alterations 

For the existing system no lateral alterations would be necessary.  The one-way slab alternative utilizes 
the same columns as the existing system and would likewise not need any lateral alterations.  The steel 
deck systems would more than likely frame into steel columns, instead of the concrete ones assumed in 
this analysis.  Steel columns would require bracing of some kind to resist the lateral forces on the struc-
ture. 

 

Foundation Alterations 

The two-way flat plate and the one-way slab would utilize the same columns currently in the plans and 
thus would not see any significant change in the foundation structure.  Since the composite and non-
composite steel deck are both lighter structures, the building weight would be lower and thus might 
warrant a foundation redesign toward a less robust system. 

 

System Cost 

Based on RS Means assembly cost data, square foot estimates were obtained for approximate systems 
to the ones designed in this report.  The differences between the two are detailed in Appendix B.  The 
cheapest system was the existing two-way flat plate at $14.69 per square foot.  The composite steel 
system and the one-way slab were more expensive at around $17-$18 per square foot.  The most ex-
pensive system at $22.99, making it impractical when compared to the other systems. 

  

Feasibility 

Based on the intended architectural design of the building and the irregular floor plans the only truly 
feasible system is the existing two-way flat plate slab.  The other systems are too deep and obtrusive to 
be considered in the design of the Gateway floor framing system.  The irregular shape of the floor plan 
would be more difficult to design conventional steel or concrete beams on due to the changing angles 
around the building and the presence of numerous cantilevers.  A two-way flat plate allows the con-
tractors to build the precise formwork needed for each floor area, pour the concrete and then move on. 
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Conclusion: 
 

Upon analysis of the calculations and comparison chart it is apparent that the existing two-way flat 
plate concrete slab system is the most efficient and feasible.  The current system has the smallest sys-
tem depth and the lowest cost of all the systems designed and analyzed in Technical Report II.  These 
factors along with the architectural considerations of maximizing the spaces and creating a modern and 
progressive aesthetic make the original design decisions easy to understand. 

 

However the other systems also provide some advantages over the existing system.  Both the compo-
site and non-composite systems are lighter than the current design which would lead to an overall de-
crease in building weight which could save money in the foundation design.  They are also reasonably 
cheap compared to a potential one-way slab design.  If floor-to-floor height were not such a pertinent 
design consideration in the Gateway, the composite steel deck would be a feasible alternative to the 
current system. 

 

The least feasible alternative was the one-way concrete slab.  Deflection control was a challenge in the 
design of the beams supporting the one-way slab, barely passing the deflection limit.  The system was 
also far heavier than any of the others and much more expensive. 

 

Other systems not analyzed in this report may still be feasible.  A two-way flat slab with drop panels 
would likely not be much deeper than the current 8” flat plate.  One-way slabs with pan joists and 
beams may also be a feasible option.  Due to the height limitations between floors, it is unlikely that 
any steel framing design would be acceptable. 

 

Technical Report II included the preliminary design and analysis of four different floor framing sys-
tems.  While only gravity loads were considered, future analysis will reveal the design decisions made 
based on lateral loading, as well as potential gravity and lateral system redesigns based on a more com-
plete analysis of the Gateway. 
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Appendices: 
Appendix A: Hand Calculations 
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Appendix B: RS Means Cost Estimates 
 
B.1: Two-Way Flat Plate Assembly 

 
 
This estimate uses a 20’x25’ bay size instead of the approximate 22’x22’ bay size used in this report.  
The slab is 9” here instead of 8” in the existing system and the load is also underestimated in this as-
sembly. 
 
 
B.2: Non-Composite Steel Deck Assembly 

 
 
This system uses a 20’x25’ bay size whereas the design used approximately a 22’x22’ bay.  Loads 
were underestimated in this assembly.  The total system depth is less than the design but the slab thick-
ness is nearly the same. 

Figure B.1: RS Means 2012 Two-way flat plate cost estimate. Courtesy meansworks.com 

Figure B.2: RS Means 2012 Non-composite steel deck cost estimate. Courtesy meansworks.com 
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Appendix B: RS Means Cost Estimates 
 
B.3: Composite Steel Deck Assembly 

 
The bay size in the assembly cost was 20’x25’ while the design performed used approximately a 
22’x22’ bay size.  The loads in this assembly are less than those used in the design.  The slab and sys-
tem depth is slightly larger in this assembly than the design. 
 
 
B.4: One-Way Slab Assembly 

 
This assembly underestimated the total load used, as well as the slab thickness and column size (14” 
compared to 24” in the actually structure).  The bay size was also different in this assembly than in the 
actual design. 

Figure B.3: RS Means 2012 Composite steel deck cost estimate. Courtesy meansworks.com 

Figure B.4: RS Means 2012 One-way slab cost estimate. Courtesy meansworks.com 
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Appendix C: Structural Plans 

Level 1 Framing Plan– shaded area represents a depressed floor slab 
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Appendix C: Structural Plans 

Level 2 Framing Plan 
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Appendix C: Structural Plans 

Level 3 Framing Plan– shaded area represents a depressed floor slab 
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Appendix C: Structural Plans 

Level 4 Framing Plan 
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Appendix C: Structural Plans 

Level 5-9 Framing Plan 
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Appendix C: Structural Plans 

Level 10 Roof Framing Plan 
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Appendix C: Structural Plans 

North Building Elevation 
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Appendix C: Structural Plans 

East Building Elevation 
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Appendix C: Structural Plans 

South Building Elevation 
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Appendix C: Structural Plans 

West Building Elevation 


